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PROGRAMME
OVERVIEW

SHORT TERM TRAINING
PROGRAM

When asked to define the ideal leader,

many would emphasize traits such as

intelligence, toughness, determination,

and vision—the qualities traditionally

associated with leadership. Such skills

and smarts are necessary but insufficient

qualities for the leader. Often left off the

list are softer, more personal qualities—

but they are also essential.  

   ABOUT JIMS

NBA and NAAC Accredited

5th Best B-School in Delhi-NCR (Education

World Survey, May 2019)

A+++ ranked B-School in India (Business India

Survey)

6th Best B-School in North India (GHRDC-

CSR Survey)

24th Best B-School in India (TOI Survey)

ASSOCHAM Award for Best Institute-

Industry Interface

Jagannath International Management School

(JIMS) Kalkaji, New Delhi, functions under the

aegis of the Jagannath Gupta Memorial

Educational Society, a non-profit registered

organization, which has been imparting high

quality professional education since 1993. Our

campus at Kalkaji, has over time developed into

a reputed center of excellence for conduct of

research and consultancy services for the

private and public sector organizations. Our

sustained focus on improving the quality of our

academic deliverables has resulted in

accreditation of our institute with the NBA and

NAAC accreditations. Our Campus has been

honored with the following coveted

rankings/awards:

Although a certain degree of analytical

and technical skill is a minimum

requirement for success, studies indicate

that emotional intelligence may be the

key attribute that distinguishes

outstanding performers from those who

are merely adequate.

Psychologist and author Daniel Goleman

first brought the term “emotional

intelligence” to a wide audience with his

1995 book of the same name, and

Goleman first applied the concept to

business with this 1998 classic HBR

article. In his research at nearly 200

large, global companies, Goleman found

that truly effective leaders are

distinguished by a high degree of

emotional intelligence. Without it, a

person can have first-class training, an

incisive mind, and an endless supply of

good ideas, but he still won’t be a great

leader.

Human emotion is one of the most

powerful forces on the planet. Emotions

start wars and create peace; spark love

and force divorce. While unavoidable,

emotions are also indispensable sources

of orientation and propel us to take

action. But unbridled emotion can make

us and those around us to act irrationally.

JIMS, Kalkaji in organizing a one week,

AICTE Sponsored , Short Term Training

Program on “Enhancing Emotional

Intelligence in Academicians to Connect

with Next Generation Students” from 19th 
July -  24th  July,  2021.  The  second  phase

program will also cover application pf

Emotional Intelligence in the Corporate

workplace.



TARGET
PARTICIPANTS 
The Workshop is intended specifically
for academicians at all levels to
enhance their knowledge and
awareness of Emotional Intelligence. It
will also help them to understand
various facets of EI and how
development of EI skills will help
students to succeed in their personal
and professional lives.

Resource Persons will deliver lectures in

interactive platform through case analysis,

discussions, exercises in online mode

through zoom.

P L A T F O R M  &  M O D E  O F

D E L I V E R Y

Dr(Cdr) Satish Seth, Advisor to

Chairman, JIMS Kalkaji

P R O G R A M M E

C H A I R M A N

PROGRAMME 

DIRECTOR 

Dr. Ashok Sharma ,Director , JIMS  Kalkaji

PROGRAMME

COORDINATOR 

PROGRAMME FEE 
The Program is free for Academicians. 

E-CERTIFICATE 

PROGRAMME
OBJECTIVES

Introduce  and  explain  concepts  of  EQ and 
EQ Assessment
Disseminate  knowledge  and  share 
perspectives on EI Components
Develop  understanding  of  how  EI  can be 
applied in the workplace 
Develop  an  understanding  of  EI  to 
successfully  manage  personal  and 
professional lives of  Gen Z
Provide  faculty  with  essential 
knowledge  and  insights  on  use  of  EI  for
effectively  motivating  the  workforce and 
developing  their morale

E–Certificate will be provided based on

80% attendance and obtaining minimum

qualifying marks of 60% in the test

conducted on the last day of the

workshop. 

Mobile: 8860634372

REGISTRATION LINK   Mail : conference@jagannath.org

Dr.  Anju  Shukla,  Assistant  Professor, 
JIMS Kalkaji

Raman Grover
Typewritten text
https://forms.gle/9FmCghALb9oE672fA


